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Abstrat
A new method based on ontinuous wavelet transform with the omplex Morlet
wavelet to analyze Saturn main rings is presented. It allows to investigate in detail
the resonane zones and reveal the oexistene of waves with stable periods and the
wave trains with a variable instant period. This method is based on the replaing the
integration of the fast{osillation funtion by the solution of the partial dierential
equations. It is shown that suh an approah is an eetive tool for the study
the radial struture of Saturn's A, B, and C rings. All the analyzed images were
obtained from the Cassini spaeraft during 2004{2005 years.
2
1 Introdution
One of the modern problems of astrophysial data proessing is development of the ef-
fetive tools for the analysis of non-stationary data sequenes. As an important example
of suh data proessing one an mention the analysis of optial density of Saturn rings.
These possess a rih variety of patterns, waves, wakes et. disovered by the spaerafts
\Voyager{1" and \Voyager{2", whih nature is not ompletely understood up to now (see
e.g. a review of Esposito 2002). Reently, new data beome available due to the \Cassini"
mission (see the primary report by the Poro et al. 2005). In order to use these data and
to verify various models of pattern formation, one needs a tool to resolve loal spetra.
There exists two main approahes whih, an presumably, desribe the formation of
suh strutures. The rst one onsiders the gravitational interation of the ring partile
with Saturn's satellites (the basis of this approah is established by Shu et al. 1983, 1985).
Within this approah, the appearane of a set of wave trains has been explained. Later,
Spilker et al. 2004 deteted 40 resonane patterns in the ring A by applying the windowed
Fourier transform. The searh for the eets of high resonanes in the ring B existing on
a bakground of stohasti perturbations, is proposed by Thiessenhusen et al., 1995.
The seond approah is based on the hydrodynami desription o the rings (see, e.g.,
Shmidt and Tsharnuter 2001, Griv and Gedalin 2003 and referenes therein). The
orresponding theoretial analysis (see Shmidt and Tsharnuter 2001) with the use of the
Navier{Stokes equations for the visous self-gravitating uid reveals the radial strutures
as narrow peaks divided by interstie of about 80{100 meters. Horn and Cuzzi 1996
desribed suh a type of stable periodiity on the basis of the \Voyager" data.
In the paper Griv and Tsharnuter 2003, it has been shown that Jeans type instability
in a self{gravitating ontinuum may be desribed by analogy with the plasma instability,
where Coulomb are replaed by the unsreened gravitational interations. It is found that
harateristi wavelengths are about 30{200 m in the A ring, 7{30 m in the B ring and
less than 7 m in the C ring.
Thus, the loal spetral properties ould play a ruial role in waves lassiation
and in analysis of the physial properties of the rings. The ontinuous omplex wavelet{
transform is the most powerful tool to ahieve this goal. Its prinipal advantage with
respet to other methods (see, e.g. Mallat 1999, Poularias 2000) is a high loalization of
the basis funtions in both spatial and frequeny domain. Also, the size of a window and
an instant period are orrelated in this method: for high{frequeny signals the window
shrunks while for the low-frequeny signals it is dilated. This keeps the eetive number
of osillations in the window onstant.
The omplex wavelet analysis has been suessfully applied to study the orbital period
variations of asteroids in nearly{resonane zones (Mihthenko and Nesvorny, 1996) and
for proessing of the solutions obtained for Hamiltonian systems, in partiular for the
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three{body problem (see Vela-Arevalo 2002).
An appliation of the wavelet transform to analize the Saturn rings has been proposed
by Bendjoya at al. 1993, who studied the \Voyager{2"data for the Enke gap. The
authors however used only real wavelets sine their primary goal was to extrat dierent{
sale patterns from noisy images. At the same time, the problem of the loal periodiity in
the Saturn's rings requires appliations of the omplex wavelet transform. The relevane
of suh approah has been shown by Postnikov and Loskutov, 2005a, 2005b and Poro et
al. 2005.
In the present study we develop a new approah for the evaluation of the omplex
ontinuous transform with the Morlet wavelet and show that it may be suessively applied
for the analysis of the images of Saturn's rings strutures reently obtained during the
\Cassini" mission. It allows to investigate in detail the resonane zones and reveal the
oexistene of waves with stable periods and the wave trains with a variable instant period.
It has a number of merits over the standard ways based on the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) as an intermediate step. Firs of all, it is adapted more better to the onsideration
of loal features of the signal, beause it never uses the global transform of the whole
sample. By the same reason, the proposed method is free from errors related to the
periodization of the signal (the Gibbs phenomenon, ringing, aliasing, et.). Also, it allows
to hoose the boundary onditions adapted to the loal properties of funtions in the
region of the end points of the nite sample. The possibility of a suÆiently small sale
disretization whih satises a denition of the wavelet transform, allows us to analyze
the following harateristis of the Saturn main rings: to demonstrate the oexistene of
waves with stable periods and the wave trains with a variable instant period; to raise a
question about the presene of several orders of the resonane wakes; the oexistene of
the resonane waves generated by Saturn's satellites.
2 The omplex ontinuous wavelet transform as a
method for the image proessing
The the ontinuous wavelet transform (CWT), aording to its denition, reads (Mallat
1999):
w(a, b) =
+∞∫
−∞
f(t)ψ∗
(
t− b
a
)
dt
a
, (1)
where the asterisk denotes the omplex onjugation. For the loal spetral analysis it is
onvenient to use the following normalization:
∫
∞
−∞
∣∣∣∣∣ψ
(
t− b
a
)∣∣∣∣∣ dta = C, (2)
where C is a onstant.
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The wavelet exploited for the signal proessing, is usually the omplex Morlet wavelet:
ψ(ξ) =
C√
2pi
eiω0ξe−
ξ2
2 , (3)
where ω0 is large enough (ω0 ≥ pi) to make the appliation meaningful. The orresponding
wavelet-transform w(a, b) plays then a role of the loal spetra in the neighborhood of the
point b with period a. Let us illustrate this by two simple examples.
Consider rst a harmoni exp(∓iωt); the orresponding wavelet{transform and its
modulus read:
w(a, b) ∼ e±ω ba e− 12 (ω0±aω)2 , |w(a, b)| ∼ e− 12 (ω0±aω)2 .
The two{dimensional graph of the modulus distribution for the wavelet{transform learly
demonstrates the maxima line orresponding to the period a = ±ω0/ω, Fig.1a. The
Gaussian fator redues the noise by smoothing.
One an obtain an analyti expression for the wavelet{transform whih refers to the
matter distribution in the density wave due to resonane interations with Saturn's satel-
lites. The asymptoti expression in the area whih are far from the perturbation soure
is (Shu el al. 1983): ∼ exp
[
i
(
x2
2ε
− sεpi
4
)]
. Here sε = ±1 and ε indiates the diretion
of the wave motion and ε is determined by the mass distribution in the ring:
ε =
2piGσ
r
[
r
d
dr
(
µ2 − (ω −mΩ)2
)]−1
.
Here G is a gravitational onstant, σ is the partile surfae density, ω and Ω are re-
spetively the angular veloity of a satellite and ring partiles, m is an integer, and
µ = ∂
2V
∂z2
∣∣∣
z=0
, with V (r, z) being the gravitational potential.
The modulus of the orresponding wavelet{transform reads
|w(a, b)| ∼ e− 14
baε−1−ω2
0
1+a2ε−1 ;
it is shown in Fig.1b.
The variation of the basi frequeny allows to vary a resolution fator. For small ω0
the individual spikes may be easily resolved. With inreasing basi frequeny, the number
of osillations of the wavelet within a typial window also inreases. However, while the
resolution of harmonis beomes better their the spatial loalization worsen. We illustrate
this for a set of periodi signals omposed of Dira δ{funtions:
f(f) =
∑
n
δ(t− tn), w(a, b) =
∑
n
C
a
√
2pi
e−iω0
b−tn
a e−
1
2(
b−tn
a )
2
,
see Fig.2.
Note that we may learly detet period of the sequene by the line only in Fig.2a, where
ω0 = pi. At ω0 = 1.5pi (Fig.2b) one an reveal the seond line orresponding to the seond
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harmonis in the Fourier{transform of the signal. This phenomenon is demonstrated in
Fig.2, where also we may see the appearane of high harmonis.
These properties of the wavelet transform are to be taken into aount when performing
the image proessing. To be more spei, onsider an area of the A ring adjaent to the
resonane zones due to Prometheus (12:11) and Mimas (5:3). Owing to a large legibility
of the images the orresponding density waves may be tested to onstrut the resonane
exitation models (Shu et al., 1983, 1985). Fig.3 depits a part of the photo obtained
by \Cassini" (a), a ontour of the image brightness (b) and the module of the wavelet{
transform at ω0 = pi, 1.5pi, 2pi (, d, e). One an learly see the disussed eet of the
line detahment aused by the nonharmoniity of the signal.
Suh a struture has been determined by Poro et al., 2005 at the edge of the Enke
division. The authors did not perform a detailed analysis, but assumed that the phe-
nomenon may be explained by the the seond order perturbation due to Pan. Sine the
authors used a standard alulation tehnique of the wavelet transform with a large basis
frequeny, one needs a more areful analysis of the physial and omputational eets
onstituting this feature.
To proess the images whih lak a high resolution, one needs to inrease the basi
frequeny. For example, it is neessary for the analysis of the brightness distribution of
the image PIA 07533 (the Enke division, 2005, Fig.4a). Here the resolution is about 1
km/pixel, and whole sample strethes up to about 1340 km. The brightness of the image
averaged over 20 pixels is shown in Fig.4b. For this resolution the resonane strutures
are rather narrow whih generate at the basis frequeny ω0 = pi the omb{like strutures
(Fig. 4). Inreasing the basis frequeny up to ω0 = 1.5pi yields more smooth maxima
lines whih desribe typial long{wave patterns in the interresonane region.
The same disussion is relevant in appliation to the Keeler gap image obtained by
\Cassini" in May 2005 (Fig.5) with the resolution about 3 km/pixel. The size of this part
is 980 km. The density distribution averaged over 18 pixels in the transverse loation
is shown in Fig.5b. The abrupt hanges in the image give suÆient distortions in the
wavelet{transform with frequeny ω0 = pi. At the same time, the transformation with
ω0 = pi allows to observe the evolution of the instant period along the radial diretion.
We wish to stress that the standard way of CWT alulation inludes FFT as an
intermediate step. However, in spite of the algorithm simpliity and its hight eetiveness,
the FFT suers from ertain disadvantages: the initial sample must have 2N equidistant
nodes, and the obtained data have the orresponding frequeny distribution. Violation
of this ondition leads to a suÆient ompliations of alulation and/or to the loss of
auray.
Here we attak the problem in a quite dierent way: We use the fat that the integral
(1) has a form of the solution of a partial dierential equation (PDE), where the wavelet
ψ plays a role of the Green funtion. Here the variables a and b orrespond to the \time"
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and \spae" variable of this PDE. Let us onsider this statement in more detail.
It is known that the wavelet{image (1) with the Morlet wavelet (see ) is a solution of
the following PDE: (
a
∂2
∂b2
− ∂
∂a
− iω0 ∂
∂b
)
w(a, b) = 0. (4)
In [4℄ this dierential equation has been used to reveal loal properties of a priori known
wavelet{image. As a next step we reast the ontinuous transform (1) with the kernel (3)
as:
w(a, b) =
+∞∫
−∞
f(t)
e
−
1
2
(
t−b
a
−iω0
)2
√
2pia2
dt. (5)
This expression orresponds to the normalization (2) with C = exp(−ω20/2).
As is known, the integral (5) does not depends on the imaginary subtrahend in the
exponent. Also, the transformation kernel turns to the Dira delta-funtion in the limit
a→ 0. Hene, w(0, a) = f(t) is an initial value for the PDE (4). Sine ψ(a, b) is a solution
of (4) with the initial value f(t) = δ(t) it aÆrms that wavelet in (5) is indeed a Green
funtion for Eq. (4).
In pratial alulations it is onvenient to write the wavelet-image as a sum of real
and the imaginary parts
w(a, b) = u(a, b) + iv(a, b).
With these notations Eqs.(4) reads,
∂u
∂a
= a
∂2u
∂b2
+ ω0
∂v
∂b
, (6)
∂v
∂a
= a
∂2v
∂b2
− ω0∂u
∂b
. (7)
with the initial onditions
u(0, b) = Re(f(b)),
v(0, b) = Im(f(b)).
Correspondingly, the modulus of the transform is
|w(a, b)| =
√
u2(a, b) + v2(a, b).
From the applied point of view the proposed approah has the following advantages.
• There exist the stable nite{dierene algorithms for the numerial solution of par-
tial dierential equations of the diusion type (see, e.q. Seel, Berzin 1990). The
solver of paraboli PDE realized in MATLAB (used in our examples) is based on
this algorithms. In every point (a, b) for any a the value of the wavelet{transform
w(a, b) is determined by the solution of the equations (6). The wavelet{image obeys
this system. Any given in advane the sale small step may be easily realized by a
nite{dierene sheme.
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Suh an approah has advantages over the standard one. The matter is that, the
method using FFT [7℄ allows to nd the required transform only for the disrete set
of sales. In the other points the value of the wavelet{transform an be alulated
by the interpolation (say, paraboli). This means that it is not satised to the exat
transform expression.
It is espeially evident for the ases of small sales. The minimal period resolution
whih is permitted by the sample of N points is N−1. At the same time, the value of
the transform at a = 0 is equal to zero in all points of the interval using the quadrati
norm. This norm is required for the FFT. Thus, values in the small sale areas via
the interpolation do not reveal the loal properties of the signal. In addition, the
passage from the obtained result to the amplitude norm is redued to the division
by
√
a and obviously, does not derease the errors of the method. This is due to
the fat that this operation is ill{posed, i.e. is uses division of two lose to zero
numbers. On the ontrary, in the proposed approah expression f(b) = w(0, b) is
an initial value for the PDE. The solution in the small sale area possesses maximal
possible auray. Besides, the given method does not require equispaed sampling
of the initial values. For more details and examples, see Postnikov 2006.
• The nite{dierene algorithms do not have diÆulties with the sample periodiza-
tion (the Gibbs phenomenon, ringing, and aliasing). In the ase of inequality of the
funtion at the beginning and the end points of the interval, one should onsider
the funtion with the nite disontinuities in the ountable set of points. For suh
funtions pointwise onvergene of the Fourier series (the Gibbs phenomenon) does
not hold true [6℄. As a result, in the viinity of the boundary points artiial osil-
lations (as addition maxima in the area of small sales) appear. This is known as
the ringing phenomenon. Seondly, in the one of inuene of the boundary points
the value of errors is a quite large. This is similar to the ones in the points of delta-
funtions (see Fig. 2). Depending on the value of disontinuity their magnitude may
be suÆiently more than the general level of the modulus of the wavelet{transform
of the signal. In this ase valuable information will be hidden.
At the signal periodization there is also folding of high frequeny omponents over
a low frequeny interval whih is known as aliasing [7℄. At the inverse Fourier trans-
form this leads to additional low-frequeny ltering of the wavelet image. At the
same time, the algorithm basing on the PDE solution by nite{dierene shemes
works with loal values of the funtion in the knots of the sample). For example,
the standard nite{dierene approximation of the seond derivative requires the
knowledge of the funtion only in the three points. Thus, the global harateristis
of the sample (its length and the length of the Furier{image support) does not in-
uene on the loal properties (exept for large sales ompared with half length of
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the sample).
Besides, owing to the redution of the problem to the PDE system, periodi bound-
ary onditions are not unique. Moreover, as it was mentioned, these onditions
are undesirable. In our approah the Dirihlet or Neuman boundary onditions are
more adequate. Conditions at every of the two ends of the interval may be hosen
independently and adapted to the properties of the signal in the viinity of this
points.
3 Analysis of the Saturn main rings
Let us apply the desribed algorithm to the proessing images of the Saturn rings obtained
by the spaeraft \Cassini". We hosen images from the NASA/JPL/Spae Siene In-
stitute olletion (see http://ilops.org). We have ut out a quite narrow stripe in the
radial (aross the rings) diretion from every image suh that we an neglet a ertain
urvature of the rings. We used the following images of A ring: PIA06099 (1022 × 20
pixels, Fig.6a), PIA06094 (891×23 pixels,Fig.7a), PIA06095 (902×23 pixels, Fig.8a) and
PIA06093 (855 × 20 pixels, Fig.3a); B ring: PIA06543 (1024 × 17 pixels, Fig.9) and C
ring: PIA06537 (1024 × 15 pixels, Fig.10). For more deep visualization all images were
strethed in the lateral diretion.
These images allow a quantitative analysis sine the harateristi sizes of the ring
areas may be quantied.
Due to the fat that the signal is a real, we used initial onditions u(0, b) = f(b) and
v(0, b) = 0, where the funtion f(b) an be obtained by the sample average (see Fig.6b
{ 10b). Beause the signal has a bounded width the Cauhy problem for the equations
(6){(7) is to be replaed by the boundary problem. Aordingly, we have hosen the
boundary onditions of the rst kind: the value of the transform real part is equal to the
signal values, the transform imaginary part is zero. We used the base frequeny ω0 = pi
sine it allows to selet learly lines of the instant period, as it is shown above. In the
diagrams of the module of wavelet{images the maxima lines are marked by ontrast blak
lines.
An interesting fat found in the neighborhood in the Enke division, is the o-existene
of resonane waves of ertain periods. One an note that a large-sale evolution of a spiral
wave exited by Pan from the edge division, whih provides the growth of the value of
its instant period, admits a ontinuous transformation to a maxima line orresponding to
large-sale bursts. The typial size of suh sales is about the length of the train of reso-
nane waves generated by the resonanes 11:10 with Pandora and 15:14 with Prometheus.
Here there is a lear rossing of the maxima lines of various resonanes, whih does not
initiate their interation.
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We found also the eet of the rossing of the maxima line of large- and small-sale
(forming by Pan) resonane wave strutures in the outside of the Enke division (see
Fig.7).
The other type of the inhomogeneity whih an be deteted by the proposed wavelet{
analysis is the waves with relatively stable period. Therewith, for A ring the presene
of small-sale periodiity in interresonane areas is typial. For B and C rings we have
long-periodi waves against a bakground of whih the resonane peaks take plae.
To arry out a detailed analysis of the A ring small-sale in the interresonane ar-
eas, onsider the density waves formed by the resonanes with Janus, Pandora and
Prometheus. A typial stairase-like shape of their instant spatial period is shown in
Fig.8. obtained at the basis frequeny pi. To get more frequeny resolution let us in-
rease the basis frequeny up to the value of ω0 = 1.5 (Fig.8d) and ω0 = 2pi (Fig. 8e).
We apply the following riterium: we onsider only the areas in the plane (b, a) where the
ondition exp (−(b − b0)2/2a2) ≥ 10−5 is satised, with b0 = 0 or b0 = 1.
To inrease the sensitivity to the small amplitude module we use various gray tints for
larger values. This method leads to the tailing of resonane lines but allows to separate (by
the brightness lines) almost stable periodi signal in the interval [0.35, 0.45] whih ouples
the two rst resonane wave trains. Its period is 4.5 ± 1 km. In the interval [0.52, 0.67],
between the seond and the third resonanes, a shortwave signal is also deteted. However
it has unstable spatial period whih is hanged in the limits 4.5− 6.6± 1 km. Therewith,
the rst value oinides with the wave period between the resonanes of Janus (4:3) and
Pandora (5:6).
For B ring, in Fig.9 one an see that in the region with dimensionless oordinates
form 0.2 to 0.65 there exists a smooth variation of period with 380 to 200 km, and the
maxima line has a stairase-like shape with three plateaus. Also, one an see another
part of the maxima line orresponding to period 115 km. With this bakground and with
suh resolution we may nd only an inlined line of resonane in a neighborhood of the
point with the oordinate 0.4. Small-sale strutures with the ordered periodiity are
pratially laking.
One an detet a large variety of strutures in a part of C ring (see Fig.10). Here,
besides a bakground density wave with period 460 km we may learly reognize two
lassial resonane urves. They beome apparent already in Fig.10, being more learly
visible in Fig.10d, where the maxima lines are emphasized by ontrast blak and white
urves. It should be noted that a at grey line, whih is below this white line, does not
manifest an additional phenomena. It is just the onsequene of a large basis frequeny
as is shown at the analysis of non-sinusoidal waves in the rst part.
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4 Results and Disussion
We have shown in out study, that the ontinuous wavelet transform with omplex Morlet
wavelet is an eetive tool for the analysis of spatial radial strutures of Saturn rings. It
makes possible to observe the instant period evolution at various sales as well as detet
the periodi bursts of dierent nature. These abilities of the method steams essentially
from the proposed algorithm, whih allows to derive a ontinuous small steps for the sale
variable. It is the diret onsequene of the appliation of the algorithm of solving partial
dierential equations whih replaes the integral transform. Besides suh a representation
has the natural onnetion with the method of traing of wavelet maxima and ridges
oered in the paper [4℄. Additionally, the method does not suer, as the FFT from the
artiial eets onneted with the periodization of the sample.
This makes possible to nd parameters whih haraterize the mass distribution as
well as the other physial properties of the rings. The detailed analysis of the wave
proesses in Saturn rings should inlude a question onerning the interation of long-
wave parts of perturbations with small-sale wave trains generated by the resonane eet
of satellites. Also, this analysis should take into aount mehanisms of the formation of
almost monohromati small-sale waves in regions between the of resonane zones.
From the modulus diagram, we reveal that almost monohromati spatial density os-
illations take plae in suh regions. They may be deteted by the maxima lines whih are
drawn parallel to the oordinate axis. This line of maxima virtually onnets the other
lines of maxima orresponding to two resonane stairases (i.e. points that orrespond
to the minimal sale). We may propose a mehanism of suh type of behavior: when
the frequeny of the resonane spatial swings of the matter is omparable with the typi-
al frequeny of visously-unstable standing waves, this interation indues viso-elasti
osillations.
The opportunity of the inverse transformation for the exat form of the Morlet basis
makes it possible to ut from the radial signal and analyze the small-sale wave features,
e.g. the resonane trails. By substituting the wavelet{image values hosen along the
maxima line (and its small neighborhood) into the expression of an inverse wavelet{
transform, we may obtain a set of purely resonane osillations. Then, subtrated them
from a total signal, we get a funtion diagram whih allows us to analyze a small-sale
struture. Loalization of regions of the stable periodiity and detetion of their period
in a quasihydrodynami model provides us a data about the density and omposition
of the ring matter of the required typial visosity aused the struture with the given
wavelength. It should be noted that the omplex wavelet{transform is muh better one
for suh an analysis than the other window transformation. This is due to the fat that,
owing to the self-similarity property of the analyzing wavelet, in any frequeny range
one and the same typial osillation numbers is paked on the window width. Moreover,
elimination by the desribed method of a high-frequeny omponent (this means near zero
sales) allows to denoise a signal. Finally, aperiodi spots in the wavelet{image allows to
detet strutures in the form of narrow dense rings (i.e. ringlets).
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Figure 1: The wavelet{transform of the model examples.
14
Figure 2: Transform of the sequene of impulses in the form of the Dira δ{funtions
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Figure 3: The region between the resonane 12:11 with Prometheus and 5:3 with Mimas.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4: The Enke division.
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b)
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d)
Figure 5: The Keeler gap.
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 6: The Enke division. The left side of this piture is almost oinided with the
position of the resonane 11:10 with Pandora. The next wave{like struture is generated
by the resonane 15:14 with Prometheus. The rst wave train following after this division
is generated by the resonane 12:11 with Pandora.
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 7: The edge of the Enke division far from Saturn.
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e)
Figure 8: Outside of A ring ontaining the resonane 4:3 with Janus, 6:5 with Pandora
and 7:6 with Prometheus.
21
Figure 9: The entral part of B ring.
22
Figure 10: A part of C ring. The distane between the enter of this image and Saturn is
about 75000 km.
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